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WhatsApp Data Privacy and Signal

WhatsApp’s new privacy update which would allow

it to share user’s data with Facebook raised a lot of

eyebrows and saw an immediate surge in people

shifting to alternate messaging applications like

Telegram and Signal. Messaging app Signal caught

the eyes of people after Tesla CEO Elon Musk

tweeted about it. Interestingly, as a result of this,

share prices of another company named Signal

Advance Inc. surged by an approximate 5,643%.

The market value of the company increased from

$55 million to a whopping $3.164 billion. However,

Signal Advance Inc. later came out with a

clarification they were not the messaging application

which Musk referred to.

China GDP Grows 2.3% During 2020

Covid-19, which has ruined the world economy, first

emerged in central China in late 2019. But the

world's second-largest economy also became the

first to bounce back after imposing strict lockdowns

and virus control measures.

The Chinese economy grew by 6.5% YoY during

Q4CY20 signaling a V-shaped recovery from

reportedly the biggest fall in GDP.

The revival makes China the only major global

economy to have expanded last year boosted

primarily by exports and government-led

investments. However, this was the lowest rate of

annual growth in the last 40 years for China.
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GameStop

American video game and gaming console seller,

GameStop share prices almost doubled in a single

trading session on 26th January after venture

capitalist, Chamath Palihapitiya and Tesla CEO,

Elon Musk tweeted about it. The share price of the

gaming retailer had been on a rise since the

beginning of the year. The major reason behind the

rally was because an American hedge fund, Melvin

Capital took huge short positions which was

identified by a group of retail investors on Reddit

who decided to buy the stock leading to a surge in

the share price. Ultimately, the hedge fund had to

book massive losses and buy the shares to square-

off their position which led to the prices rallying

further. The hedge fund lost close to $4 billion and

had to be bailed out by a couple of hedge funds.
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IMF Raises Global Growth Forecast but

Downgrades Outlook for Europe in 2021

IMF raised the global growth forecast

for 2021 by 0.3% from October

estimates to 5.5% while slashing down

growth forecasts for Europe by 1% to

4.2% owing to stricter lockdowns due to the new

coronavirus variants in the region and slower vaccine

rollout. IMF expects additional policy support

announced in large economies like the United States

and Japan at the end of 2020 and strengthening of

activity later in the year due to rollout of effective

vaccines would offset the drag due to rising COVID-

19 infections. The growth forecast for the United

States was revised to 5.1% up by 2% from October

estimates and that for Japan by 0.8% to 3.1%.
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GST Collections

GST collections in December 2020 stood at ₹1.15

lakh crore which is reportedly the highest monthly

collection so far since the implementation of GST.

The collections showed an unexpected YoY growth of

11.6% buoyed by a rapid economic recovery post

the pandemic and the nation-wide drive against

GST evaders and fake bills which could have

resulted in an additional collection of ₹10,000-

15,000 crores. The previous high was ₹1.14 lakh

crores in of April 2019. The MoM growth (9.73%)

was also the highest since the last 21 months.
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SAIL OFS

As part of its divestment plan, the Government of

India decided to offload its stake in the largest

steelmaker of India via an Offer for Sale (OFS).

Prior to the OFS, the Government held 75% stake

and it decided to divest 5% stake (20.65 crore

shares) with a greenshoe option of selling another

5% stake. The government was expecting to

garner about ₹2,664 crores at a floor price of

₹64 per share. The OFS received a stellar

response as both retail and non-retail investors bid

for about 88.1 crore shares which is about 4 times

the base offer size. However, the government is

most likely expected to miss the divestment target

for FY21 by a wide margin primarily because of

delay in privatizing oil giant Bharat Petroleum

Corporation Ltd. (BPCL) and beleaguered airline

Air India and due to COVID-19 related delays in

tax collections.

Tesla in India

California based American electric vehicle

manufacturer Tesla Inc. registered its Indian entity in

the name of Tesla India Motors and Energy Private

Limited in Bangalore on 8th January 2021. Tesla’s

Dutch subsidiary would be the parent company of

the Indian arm, owing to tax benefits related to

dividend payments and capital gains. Apart from

Karnataka the company has been in talks with four

state governments to start its operations in India –

Maharashtra, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil

Nadu. However, it will be interesting to see the

response that Tesla generates given the fact that EV

charging infrastructure in India is not very well

developed and due to high import duties.

India’s PMI

India’s Service PMI growth lost momentum as it

dropped to 52.3 in December from 53.7

recorded in November. This was the lowest level in

3 months as the services sector continued to

recover (a reading above 50 indicates expansion)

after contracting through most of 2020 primarily

due to COVID-19 restrictions, particularly travel

bans. Sub-sector data highlighted that expansion

was seen in Transport & Storage, Consumer

Services and Finance & Insurance sector whereas

contraction took place in Information &

Communication and Real Estate & Business

Services.

However India’s manufacturing PMI continued to

strengthen in December at 56.4, a notch higher

than the 56.3 recorded in November and above

50 for the 5th straight month. Loosening of

COVID-19 restrictions lead to improved market

conditions and higher factory orders coupled with

lower inventory levels due to strong sales growth.

19 IPOs Worth $1.84 Billion in Q4CY20

India ranks 9th globally in terms of the number of

IPOs in 2020 with 43 IPOs raising $4.09 billion.

Reflecting strong momentum, India witnessed 19

IPOs in Q4CY20 compared to only 11 IPOs in the

year-ago period.

Despite a challenging year, 2020 IPO activity in the

Asia-Pacific region outperformed 2019, increasing

20% by volume and 45% by proceeds in 2020.

Last year, IPO activity proved resilient to the impact

of the COVID-19 pandemic supported by low

interest rates and expansionary monetary policies.
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RBI Imposes ₹2 Crore Penalty on Standard

Chartered Bank

On 21st January, the Reserve Bank

of India (RBI) imposed a monetary

penalty of ₹2 crore on Standard Chartered Bank

for delays in reporting of frauds revealed during

the statutory inspection of the bank with reference

to its financial position as on 31st March, 2018 and

31st March, 2019.

RBI Proposes Stricter Regulations for NBFCs

On 22nd January, the RBI proposed to tighten rules

for major non-banking lenders to prevent a

collapse in one of them from affecting the financial

system.

RBI proposed to classify the non-banking financial

companies (NBFCs) into four categories, depending

on their systemic importance and potential risk to

the stability of the financial system.

Vehicle Scrappage Policy

The much-awaited scrappage policy

was finally approved by the Ministry

of Road Transport and Highways

(MoRTH). It states that all central and state

government vehicles, more than 15 years old would

be scrapped from 1st April 2022.

As a pre-cursor to the vehicle scrapping policy, the

MoRTH approved a proposal for a Green Tax of

10-25% of road tax on transport vehicles which are

older than 8 years and on personal vehicles which

are older than 15 years. It would apply to all

vehicles except those used for farming, electric

vehicles and vehicles using CNG, ethanol and LPG.

However, the policy was not in line with industry

expectations as it does not apply to private and

commercial vehicles, however, Nitin Gadkari is

working on getting this implemented too.

The scrappage policy if implemented properly

would bring a revolution in the automobile sector.

The recycling of metals like steel, copper and

aluminium from scrapped vehicles would reduce their

imports and thus bring down costs for automobile

companies. It would also help to curb pollution and

lower the government’s oil bill as old vehicles would

be replaced by fuel-efficient vehicles.
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Supreme Court Stays the Implementation of the

Farm Laws

On 12th January, the Supreme Court, in an

unexpected move, stayed the implementation of the

three controversial farm laws. The court ruled that

an expert committee would be formed which would

listen to and analyze views of both the parties –

the government and the farmers. However, the

farmers did not agree to appear before the

committee. Later, on 20th January, the government

offered to put the laws on hold for 18 months till

the committee submits a report but this was too

rejected by the farmers as they reiterated a full

repeal of the farm laws and a legal guarantee on

Minimum Support Prices (MSP) for their crops.

SEBI Fines Mukesh Ambani and Reliance

Industries

On 1st January, SEBI ordered Mukesh Ambani and

Reliance Industries Limited (RIL) to pay a penalty of

₹15 crores and ₹25 crores respectively for being

involved in manipulative and fraudulent trading

practices 13 years ago in November 2007.

SEBI alleged that RIL and its entities carried out

unlawful transactions in the shares of Reliance

Petroleum Limited (RPL), which was partly owned by

RIL and according to the regulator, they made undue

gains of about ₹447 crores using futures contracts.

In 2017, SEBI had imposed a fine of ₹950 crores on

RIL which included penalty and interest on the gain,

but was then challenged by RIL. Of the 13 entities

who were involved in the trade, 2 entities were also

fined a combined penalty of ₹30 crores.



Major Fundings raised by Startups for the period of 28th December 2020 to 23rd January 2021

($ Million)

Source: Entrackr
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This month 64 Indian startups were able to raise close to $745 million vs $887 million funding raised by 55 companies in

the previous month, showing good rebound from the disruption caused by COVID-19 earlier this year.

The Tata Group has finalized a $200-250 million primary cash inflow in BigBasket. This is part

of Tatas’ larger agreement to buy a majority stake in the start-up. The conglomerate is likely

to provide a full exit to two of BigBasket’s biggest investors, Alibaba and Abraaj Group.

Nykaa plans an IPO

Online cosmetics giant Nykaa is said to be planning

an IPO at a valuation of over $3 billion. Nykaa

which was founded by former MD of Kotak

Mahindra Capital Company, Falguni Nayar in 2012

expects to hit D-Street by the end of the year or

early 2022 and it would be the first by an online

beauty retailer in India. Previously it has raised

capital through multiple rounds from investors like

Harsh Mariwala (founder and Chairman of Marico),

Hero Enterprises Chairman Sunil Kant Munjal and

TPG Capital.
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Starts its 

operation in 

Bangalore by 

selling fruits and 

vegetables  with 

a seed capital 

of >1 crore.

Raises ₹61 

crore from 

Ascent Capital

Launches its 

services in 

Mumbai and 

Hyderabad

Expands its 

operation to 

Chennai, Pune, 

and the NCR.

Acquires Delyver, 

an online 

platform to 

connect offline 

retailers with 

nearby customers

Launches 

express 

delivery

B2B foodservice 

to cater the 

needs of hotels 

and restaurants

Becomes a 

unicorn

Announces 

a 100% 

acquisition 

DailyNinja

TATA 

Group 
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infusion

Jan’21
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FY17

Journey of a Grocery Startup which Became India’s Largest Online Food and Grocery Supermarket

Startup India Seed Fund

After a tremendous year for early-stage funding in

India, Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced the

launch of a ₹1,000 crore seed fund for startups to

help them raise initial capital for growth. The move

comes nearly a year after Finance Minister, Nirmala

Sitharaman announced plans to set up a seed fund

for early-stage startups. The ‘Startup India Seed

Fund’ would fuel the creation of new startups and

assist in their growth. PM Modi said that the

government would also help startups in raising debt

capital.
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The London based Index started the year on a high

as more number of vaccines were planned to roll

out. FTSE 100 fell during the second half of the

month as traders await the Fed's interest rate

decision, miners took a hit on growth fears and the

gold price slipped.

The US index made an all-time high in January as

investors reacted positively to Joe Biden’s incoming

administration and a Democratic sweep of the

Georgia Senate run-off which roused hopes for

more aid from Washington. However, the gains were

capped due to worsening US-China tensions, new

restrictions across Europe, the slow roll-out of

vaccines and data which showed retail sales in the

US declined for a 3rd straight month in December.

Nikkei 225 started the year with a descent which

took it off 30-year highs after Japan PM Yoshihide

Suga confirmed that the government was considering

a state of emergency for Tokyo amid rising

coronavirus cases. However, it hit a 3 decade high

primarily due to a rally in tech shares led by Intel

and after data which showed an unexpected rise in

Japan’s core machinery orders for a second straight

month was released.

The DAX continued its bull run and hit an all-time

high after rising by about 3% in December. The

German index rose on the back of better-than-

expected economic data, industrial output and

exports and strong numbers from chipmaking

companies like Infineon, AMS and ASM International.

The Index crossed 30,000 points for the first time in

20 months as the rally continued from late December

propelled by surge in investors from mainland China.

New-economy shares, such as Tencent Holdings, and

stocks in China Mobile and Xiaomi, that were

dumped earlier this month after the U.S. imposed an

investment ban on companies are identified as

favourites of the investors.

The South Korean index touched an all time high led

by Hyundai Motors after reports suggested that it

was planning to sign a partnership deal with Apple

to produce electric cars. Data showed that investors

bought shares of the nation’s top 4 conglomerates

after MSCI’s deletion of 3 Chinese telecom firms

from global benchmark indices. However, gains were

capped due to weak global cues and stretched

valuation concerns.
Source: Investing
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India (VIX) (%)

Source: NSE India

Index
1st January 

2021 (In ₹)

29th January 

2021 (In ₹)
Change (%) Trend

NIFTY Auto 9272.5 9813.2 5.83%

Nifty Bank 31225.9 30565.5 -2.11%

Nifty Consumer Durables 19920.6 20159.7 1.20%

Nifty Financial Services 15184.5 14593.3 -3.89%

Nifty FMCG 34391.9 33121.1 -3.70%

Nifty IT 24456.1 25516.8 4.34%

Nifty Media 1658.9 1650.1 -0.53%

Nifty Metal 3258.9 3077.5 -5.57%

Nifty Oil & Gas 5542.9 5379.8 -2.94%

Nifty Pharma 13002.0 12170.3 -6.40%

QUITIES
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FPI Net Investment in January 2021 (In ₹ Crore)

Source: NSDL

The India VIX, a gauge of market's expectation

of volatility over the near term jumped 29.55%

during the month due to the approaching Union

Budget 2021.

Source: NSE India

Foreign portfolio investors (FPI) have infused ₹1.6

lakh crore in Indian equities in 2020, i.e. highest

among the emerging markets. In fact, India was the

only country that saw inflows from FIIs among all the

emerging markets.

FPIs invested a net ₹19,473 crore in equities during

the month mainly due to prospects of a good Q3

earnings expectations coupled with hopes of a

reformist budget.

India has emerged as an attractive investment

destination on hopes of a strong economic recovery in

the past few quarters along with low COVID-19

cases compared to other countries which have

restarted lockdowns in the wake of rising cases.
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Banking Sector

NIFTY Bank made an all-time high of 32,842.3 on

21st January largely led by private banks on the

back of better asset quality performance and

adequate fundraising in advance as a result of

increased NPAs due to the moratorium. Liquidity in

the global banks due to stimulus measures and

faster than expected economic recovery also

supported the rally. However, gains were capped

owing to a major sell-off as a result of weak global

cues and poor results from Bandhan Bank, which was

severely affected by the Microfinance Bill passed in

Assam. The Bill is said to have a medium to long-

term impact on the growth of the bank since it has

huge exposure to the region.

IT Sector

NIFTY IT made an all-time high of 27,176.50 and

rose by 1.63% MoM on account of strong earnings

growth in Q3FY21 by IT companies. Strong growth in

dollar revenue, closure of new deals and healthy

margin expansion resulted in a quarter which

otherwise is usually weak for IT firms primarily due

to lesser working days on account of the festive

season. Similar to the broader market, the counter

too saw a massive sell-off due to weak global cues

and a stronger rupee. The top gainers in the index

were L&T Infotech and Wipro which rose by 8.2%

MoM while the top loser in the index was Coforge

which was down by over 12% MoM.

Auto Sector

Of the major indices, the auto sector was one of the

very few which rose MoM. The auto index gained by

5.83% during the month driven by better-than-

forecasted sales during the festive season. The index

rose to a 52-week high to 10,780.80 as

expectations of the much-delayed scrappage policy

being finalized made investors bullish on the long-

term prospects of the sector. However, the counter

saw a massive sell-off due to weak global cues and

a scrappage policy which was not in line with the

industry expectations. Almost all constituent

companies ended the month higher, with Tata Motors

leading the rally up by 41% MoM and Motherson

Sumi Systems being the only company to end the

month lower, falling by about 11% MoM.

Telecom Sector

As per the November data released by Telecom

Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI), Bharti Airtel

pipped Reliance Jio in the new mobile subscriber

addition for the 3rd consecutive month, with 4.37

million additions. About 97% of Bharti Airtel’s

total subscriber base was active during the month,

the highest in India, while for Reliance Jio and

Vodafone Idea it was 79.5% and 89%

respectively. Overall, Reliance Jio’s market share

improved marginally to 35.34% from 35.28% in

October and Bharti Airtel’s market share too

showed a marginal improvement to 28.97% from

28.68% in October. On the other hand,

Vodafone Idea continued to lose market share as

it fell down to 25.10% from 25.42% reported in

October.

2
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Reliance Jio Bharti Airtel Vodafone Idea

New Subscribers During November 2020 

(In Millions)

Source: TRAI

Nifty Bank (In ₹)

Source: NSE India

Nifty IT (In ₹)

Source: NSE India
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1. Decline in Asset Quality

With the Central bank’s removal of regulatory

forbearance measures in the emerging markets,

banks have noticed an increase in nonperforming

loans with deterioration in asset quality. Banks have

an opportunity to profit from such events because of

positive net results in 2020-21. But the level will still

stay below historical data due to lower global

interest rates that prevail for a longer period and

slower growth in the economy.

Exposures to small and medium enterprises (SMEs)

will cause a reduction in asset quality. In India, SMEs

exposure contribute to 20% of total exposure,

government has provided guarantees to banks on

new loans being made to SMEs which reduces

liquidity risk.

Another source of risk for emerging market banks is

the Real Estate sector. We might see an alteration in

the structure of the commercial real estate segment

due to the shifting of consumer’s preference from

physical existence towards online shopping, more

flexible working agreement (work from home), and

measure that can reduce cost in consumer-driven

businesses. Indian Real Estate market is suffering

from a decrease in speed of sales along with weak

prices which are forcing companies to restructure

their debt. Compared to peers in emerging markets,

Indian banks have relatively lower exposure in this

sector.

2. Unexpected Changes in Investor’s Sentiment

The pandemic has narrowed the risk appetite of

investors but due to excess supply of liquidity and

positive vaccine news investors have become less

risk-averse. This excess presence can help yield

higher return but are subject to higher uncertainty

liquidity and financing sources drying out. With such

because of global geopolitical risk mentioned

above, investors will want to shift to safer regions

making investor’s sentiment highly sensitive.

3. Geopolitical and Domestic Policy Uncertainty

Because of the incoming US administration, there is

tension growing over the relationship between the

US and China which would impact cross-border

investment, supply chain, and the entrance of

investors into certain markets. This will increase the

risk of market disruption and leave investors

sceptical on the decision of investment or

withdrawal. Not just the relationship with China,

there can be an unpleasant relationship between the

US and Saudi Arabia because of the restoration

plan of the Iran nuclear deal by the incoming US

administration. From all these sources which can

amplify risk, investors will want to move toward a

more stable region for investment at risk of higher

funding cost, lower opportunity in the regional

instrument, or larger outflow of foreign funding.

These conflicts between nations can trigger a jump in

commodity prices affecting investors’ sentiment.

Geopolitical tension has already escalated between

the US and Russia because of uncertainty in sanction

of changes and time of changes in policies made by

Russia that depends on foreign policy actions and

development after the US Presidential Election which

will impact Russia’s banking sector.

Political and domestic policy uncertainties can

increase the expected time of economic recovery or

cause fluctuations in prices of commodities or

liquidity in the emerging market.

Three Main Risks of Banks in Emerging Markets

Option and Future 

NSE Launches F&O for Nifty Financial

Services Index

This covers the top banking, insurance,

housing finance, NBFC and other financial

services companies. This is the first index by

NSE where weekly futures for stock index

derivatives would be made available. The

index consists of 20 stocks and the maximum

weightage is given to the banking sector.

Paytm Money launces F&O trading

In its bid to become the “No.1 Digital Wealth Management

Platform” Paytm Money, launched beta testing of its F&O

platform. The brokerage charged would be the lowest in the

industry. Varun Sridhar, Paytm Money CEO said that they

were aiming at a daily turnover of ₹1.5 lakh crore over the

next 18-24 months and would roll-out the platform publicly

in a phased manner in the coming few weeks after gauging

user-feedback and market reaction.



NIFTY50 hit an all-time high of 14,753.55 on the back of better economic prospects and positive global

cues with expectations of an economic stimulus from the Joe Biden administration in the US. However, the

index witnessed profit booking amid weak global markets, selling by FIIs and uncertainty regarding the

Budget.

IFTY50

Company Name Change (%)

Tata Motors 41.0

UPL 23.7

Bajaj Auto 17.3

Grasim Industries 16.4

Eicher Motors 12.0

Wipro 9.1

Axis Bank 7.3

TCS 6.2

Bharti Airtel 6.1

Hero Moto Corp 5.4

Company Name Change (%)

Indiabulls Housing -12.0

Yes Bank -11.5

Dr. Reddys Lab -11.5

NTPC -11.5

Asian Paints -10.3

Bajaj Finance -9.0

Coal India -8.6

Reliance Industries -8.1

Titan Co -8.0

ONGC -5.9

NIFTY50 January’21 (In ₹)
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Top Gainers in NIFTY50 for January ’21 Top Losers in NIFTY50 for January’21

Source: NSE India

Source: NSE India

TCS Became the 2nd Indian Company to Cross ₹12

Lakh Crore Market Capitalization

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) crossed

the ₹12 lakh crore market capitalization

mark on 14th January after reporting

strong revenue growth at 4.1% in Q3FY21. This was

their strongest Q3 growth in 9 years backed by

strong dollar revenue and good sequential growth

in the BFSI and retail sector. Hiring in the quarter

was also at a record high with an addition of

15,721 associates. The growth was aided by new

product offerings which include cloud services,

Internet of Things (IoT) and Cognitive Business

Operations amongst others.

Reliance Industries’ EBITDA Back to Pre-COVID

Levels

The pre-tax profit of RIL recovered to

pre-pandemic levels due to continued

growth in consumer businesses.

RIL reported a 12.6% rise in its consolidated net

profit for Q3FY21 against the same period in the

previous year mainly due to improving the oil-to-

chemical business.

In terms of QoQ growth, RIL reported a 37% rise in

its net profit in the period under consideration.

A decrease of 24% in the company’s expenses

provided firm support to its profitability in the

period.
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April-December 2020 Fuel Consumption Stood at

87.2% that of the Level Seen a Year Earlier.

According to Petroleum Planning & Analysis Cell

Consumption of petroleum and related products fell

by 1.8% YoY to 18.6 million metric tonnes despite

an uptick in economic activity.

Consumption of petroleum in the month of

December 2020 grew by 9.3% YoY. The

revival of tourism, impact of thriving agriculture

sector and continued preference for personal

mobility have been the main reasons for the

above.

Diesel consumption declined by 2.7% YoY in

December owing to the agitation by farmers in

Punjab, Haryana and surrounding areas against

the recent farm laws, which affected rail and

road movement. Schools and educational

institutions continue to remain shut in most parts

of the country, resulting in reduced movement of

buses and other transportation vehicles.

LPG consumption increased by 7.4% YoY and

4.3% MoM due to increased domestic cooking.

Aviation Turbine Fuel saw a 13.6% MoM

growth as business and leisure trips increase

within the country. However, it is still 43% below

the year-ago levels, with airlines operating at

well below maximum capacity and domestic air

passenger traffic still around 50% below pre-

Covid levels.

Overall fuel demand has fallen in all months since

March except for the festive season bump-up in

October. Still, consumption is slowly recovering

towards pre-Covid levels.
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YoY Growth in Consumption of Petroleum 

Products (%)

Source: Petroleum Planning & Analysis Cell

Source: MCX

A sharp decline in gold was registered as U.S. Dollar

strengthened and 10-year bond yield crossed 1%.

Volatility decreased as the announcement date of

U.S. stimulus approaches.

With high hopes from fed monetary policy, promise

of low interest rate and excess liquidity sloshing in

the market it is expected that gold may reach new

highs.

Source: MCX

Crude oil prices continue to rise as OPEC+ countries

agreed to cut back on supply to increase prices.

According to American Petroleum Institute (API) U.S.

which is world top oil consumer reported declining

crude oil inventory. India’s import increased by

3.4%MoM as refineries trend towards full capacity.

Gold Spot Price (In ₹ per 10 grams)

Crude Oil Spot Price (In ₹ per barrel)

Rhodium

There has been a sharp increase in the price of

rhodium this month. The scarcity in the precious

metal and pressure on the automaker to comply

with BS-IV to reduce carbon emission from vehicles

led to this hike.
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CIC Reached a New High, Crossed ₹27 Lakh

Crore in 2020

The COVID-19 induced lockdown appears to

have pushed people to hoard more cash over

fears of medical or financial emergency.

According to data released by the RBI, the

Currency in circulation (CIC) increased by ₹5

lakh crore in 2020, i.e. 22% rise from the

previous year. This is the sharpest increase to

date, if the post-demonetization surge due to

banknote replacement is excluded.

Source: RBI's Weekly Statistical Supplement

Source: Investing

Currency 1st January’21 29th January’21 Change (%) Trend

INR/USD INR 73.12 INR 72.88 0.33

INR/EUR INR 88.75 INR 88.50 0.28

USD/EUR USD 1.22 USD 1.21 0.61

JPY/USD JPY 103.2 JPY 104.7 -1.43

CAD/USD CAD 1.27 CAD 1.28 -0.39

USD/GBP USD 1.37 USD 1.37 -0.31

USD/SEK USD 0.12 USD 0.12 1.33

USD/CHF USD 1.12 USD 1.13 0.04

Source: Investing

CIC  Year ended (₹ Lakh Crore)

Source: Investing

The index started the year by hitting a three year low of

89.20 after dropping by nearly 6.5% in 2020 as a

result of low-interest rates. However, the index regained

buying interest on the back of a recovery in U.S. yields.

The outlook for the medium-term though looks skeptical

due to concerns regarding the U.S. stimulus package,

higher than expected inflation and the prospects of a

strong recovery in the global economy.

US Dollar Index (USD)

9.14

16.68

19.99

22.44

27.44

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

A Turnaround in Asia’s Worst-Performing Currency

of 2020

India’s forex reserves rose to a record $586 billion,

catching up with Russia, which has the world’s fourth-

largest stockpile. The rupee appreciated against the

US dollar as sustained foreign fund inflows and strong

domestic equities strengthened investor sentiment.

Rupee may continue to rise in the coming months in the

hopes the RBI may slow its foreign-currency

accumulation and won’t relent on dollar purchases that

pushed the currency to the bottom of Asia’s currency

rankings in 2020.

The Almighty Fall of the Dollar

2020 was a brutal year for dollar, posting its

biggest annual loss since 2017. And, it's likely to

get worse in 2021. As the global economy

began to recover in Q2, and stocks began

picking up, the dollar weakened and continued

to do so. However a weak dollar is a big boost

for emerging economies.
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Residential Market Update: Q4 2020

In Q4CY20, uncertainties around the economy and

jobs started stabilizing, which led to an increase in

the pace of recovery in residential real estate.

The pace of recovery intensified with sales

increasing by 51% in Q4CY20 when compared to

Q3CY20. Sales picked up on the back of

historically low home loan interest rates, stagnant

residential prices, lucrative payment plans &

freebies from developers coupled with government

incentives such as the reduction of the stamp duty in

some states like Maharashtra & Karnataka (for

affordable housing). The easing of lockdown

restrictions and the ongoing festive season further

aided in bringing buyers back to the market.

Real Estate Sector Registered $5 billion

Institutional Investment in 2020

According to JLL’s Capital Markets Update:

Q4CY20 report, despite a sudden pause brought on

by the pandemic, Indian real estate received $3.5

billion institutional investments during Q4CY20. As a

result, 2020 closed with $5 billion investments, which

is equivalent to 93% of 2019 transactions ($5.4

billion).

The pandemic led to a pull back in investments due

to uncertainty over income stability and return to

normalcy. However, large global funds took this

opportunity to negotiate portfolio deals with

developers who offered quality rent yielding assets

in cities with a higher presence of global technology

players as well as global in-house centers.

Residential Real Estate Sales 2020 (units)

Source: JLL

Bitcoin Makes a Fresh All-time High

Bitcoin touched an all-time high of $41,940 and

the value of the cryptocurrency market, which

includes bitcoin and other digital coins like

Ethereum and Tether crossed the $1 trillion mark

for the first time ever. The rally was primarily

because people are considering bitcoin to be a

‘safe’ asset in these uncertain times and want to

diversify their portfolio apart from investing in

assets like gold. Investors are looking at bitcoin as

assets to hedge inflation and geopolitical risks. A

large number of retail investors too joined the

race as did not want to regret missing out the

rally. However, gains were capped as all

cryptocurrencies saw profit booking from the

investors and after U.S. Treasury Secretary, Janet

Yellen warned about the use of cryptocurrencies

for illicit financing.
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Brookfield REIT Set to Launch IPO

India will see its 3rd REIT getting listed on the bourses

soon. After Embassy Office Parks in 2019 and

Blackstone backed Mindspace Business Parks,

Brookfield India Real Estate, backed by Canadian

asset manager Brookfield Asset Management Inc, is

all set to raise ₹3,800 crores from the public, which

would be used to bring down existing debt

completely or partially.

The IPO would comprise of fresh issue of shares as

well as an OFS by existing shareholders The IPO will

open on 3rd February and close on 5th February. The

price band set is between ₹274 – ₹275 per unit

and the minimum order quantity is 200 units.

Brookfield India Real Estate holds about 14 million

square feet of office parks located in Mumbai,

Noida, Gurugram and Kolkata.

Embassy Office Parks REIT board approves NCDs

worth Rs. 2,600 crores

After raising ₹3,680 crores in December 2020

through the sale of units, Embassy Office Parks REIT

board approved further raising of ₹2,600 crore via

NCDs on a private placement basis in order to fund

its acquisition of Embassy TechVillage (ETV) in

Bangalore. The REIT in November 2020 had

announced the acquisition of ETV for a consideration

of ₹9,782.4 crores from the Embassy Group and

Blackstone amongst other investors.
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New SIP Registrations Increase 34% in Dec MoM

The number of new systematic investment plans (SIPs)

in mutual funds increased sequentially in December

while SIP inflows also gained. This indicates a

possible turnaround in India’s mutual fund industry

that was facing continued redemptions from equity

funds amid a record rally in the markets.

Source: AMFI

Month
New Registrations

(lakh)

Contributions

(₹ crore)

Jul-20 11.00 7,831

Aug-20 11.01 7,792

Sep-20 10.41 7,788

Oct-20 11.27 7,800

Nov-20 10.63 7,302

Dec-20 14.22 8,418

Brand New Risk Label

Earlier mutual funds were assigned risk from the

existing label being Low, Low to Moderate,

Moderate, Moderately High, High. SEBI introduced

a new risk-o-meter category Very High Risk. Fund

managers will have to evaluate risk on monthly

basis.

Factors to consider while evaluating:

• DEBT- credit risk, interest rate risk, liquidity risk

• EQUITY- market capitalization, volatility, impact

cost

• Both DEBT & EQUITY- simple average of

different paragraph

This helps investor compare risk of different funds.

Mutual Fund AUM Jumps 17% in 2020.

A massive rally in the equity markets since May

brought in heavy inflows in equity ETFs and open-

ended debt funds, which has helped mutual fund

AUM grow 17% to top the ₹31 lakh crore mark

in 2020, which is 1% lower than 2019.

For the first time ever Indian Mutual Fund AUM

crossed ₹31 lakh crore. All the losses that were

incurred during COVID-19 were recovered and

surplus of ₹4.5 lakh crore was also added.

According to data Crisil, open ended equity

funds accounted outflow of ₹9,058 crore.

Whereas, dividend yield scheme and

sectoral/thematic scheme reports inflow of

₹1,490 crore and ₹1,490 crore respectively.

Open ended debt funds book net inflows for

three consecutive months.

Within open ended debt fund corporate bond

and overnight category reported inflow of

₹16,020 crore together. Despite December being

quarter end, liquid funds accounted for inflow of

₹5,102 crore.

Despite the Pandemic Mutual Funds Continue

to Attract Investors in 2020

According to Association of Mutual Funds in India

(AMFI), mutual funds added 72 lakh folios in the

pandemic ruined year 2020, in comparison to the

industry had seen an addition of 68 lakh investor

accounts in 2019. Large number of investors were

attracted due to the higher disposable income

and low interest on bank.

Open ended debt funds book net inflows for three

consecutive months.

Gold ETFs flows turned net positive in December

2020 with net inflows of ₹430.65 crores after

recording net outflows worth ₹141.09 crores in

November 2020. The year 2020 saw a record

₹6,657 crores being infused into gold ETFs

compared to a net inflow of just ₹16 crores in 2019.

Prior to 2019, Gold ETFs had seen outflows between

2013 and 2018.

According to Association of Mutual Funds of India

(AMFI). the assets under management of gold funds

surged by 146% to ₹14,174 crores in 2020 from

₹5,768 in 2019.

Fears of a global slowdown, economic uncertainty

due to the pandemic and volatility in the debt and

equity markets made investors park their money in

safe havens like gold.



OVID UPDATES

COVID cases in India, data as of 30th January

10.74 million - Total no. of cases

10.42 million - Recovered

0.17 million- Active cases

(5.2% are serious and 94.8% are in mild condition)

COVID cases across the Globe, data as of 30th January

103.1 million - Total no. of cases

74.65 million - Recovered

26.01 million - Active cases

(0.42% are serious and 99.58% are in mild condition)
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World’s Largest Vaccination Drive Begins

On 3rd January, India formally approved

the vaccines produced by Serum Institute

of India (SII) and Bharat Biotech for

Emergency Use Authorization (EUA). The

vaccination drive began on 16th January after

several dry runs and about 300 million people

would be given the shots in the first phase, roughly

the population of the United States. The recipients in

the first phase include those in the high-risk group

and would be vaccinated free of cost by the

government. Till 29th January more than 23.6 lakh

beneficiaries were vaccinated.

India Delivers Vaccines Free of Cost

In a bid to further improve bilateral ties with

nations, India delivered million of free vaccine

doses produced by Serum Institute of India to

several countries including Brazil, Mauritius,

Seychelles, Sri Lanka, Myanmar and South Africa

amongst many others. The move was lauded across

the globe and the World Health Organization also

appreciated the move by the Indian government.

India has Flattened its COVID-19 Curve with No

New Cases in One-Fifth of the Country

As worldwide cases crossed 100 million, India’s

recovery rate against the coronavirus improved to

96.7%, one of the highest globally.

Total number Active cases continued to decline to

less than 1.76 lakh cases, as the number of

recovered cases outnumbered the number of new

cases in the country.

According to data from the Ministry of Health and

Family Welfare, 78% of the active cases were

concentrated in 5 states – Kerala, Maharashtra,

Uttar Pradesh, Karnataka and West Bengal.

India Resumes Flights to the UK

India resumed flights to the UK under an air

bubble agreement from the second week of

January. Initially, 70 flights had been operating

per week but this was later brought down to 30 in

the wake of the new virus strain. The restrictions on

the reduced number would continue till 14th

February for the time being. Data from the World

Health Organization revealed that the UK variant

of the disease had spread to 70 countries across

the world.

Johnson and Johnson’s Single Dose Vaccine:

American pharma giant Johnson and Johnson’s

vaccine candidate could be the next in line to be

authorized for emergency use in the United States

after Pfizer – BioNTech and Moderna. The vaccine

generated a positive immunity response in early

trials and would be the most sought-after vaccine

considering the fact that it only requires a single

dose. The third stage trials of the vaccine showed

that it was 85% effective in preventing severe

diseases across all regions. For moderate to

severe infections, the efficiency was 72% in the

United States, 66% in Latin America and 57% in

South Africa. If everything goes well, the approval

of the J&J vaccine could prove to be a big step in

the fight against the virus.

The U.S. started 2021 with the Deadliest Month of

the Pandemic Till Date

According to Johns Hopkins University, January’s

death toll has surpassed the previous record number

of fatalities set in December, when over 77,400

people died of Covid-19. However, the death toll is

expected to slow down in coming weeks as the

number of daily new cases reported, which is used

as a leading indicator of whether the outbreak is

growing or receding, has been dropping steadily in

recent days as a surge driven by interstate travel

and holiday celebrations appears to be subsiding.
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It’s a long way from 1957, when the Late Shri

Girdharilal Todi set-up the Biswanath Hosiery Mills.

Little did he know that the small hosiery mill would

soon turn into one of the largest conglomerates the

country has ever seen. Lux went public in 2003. The

₹10 shares were issued at a whopping premium of

₹40.

Lux Industries Limited

LPPL won an award from the Writing Instruments

Manufacturing Association (India). Today, LPPL sells

its products in more than 50 countries. The

Company has added almost 50000 new outlets in

7 months and has plans to reach a retail count of

2.5 Lakhs by June 2021.

Linc Pen and Plastics Ltd

Hawkins Cookers Limited
Hawkins had been developing a wide range of

product catalog in the pressure cookers. Hawkins

has been generating healthy cash flows over the

years. One such example is that Hawkins had been

converting its Profit after Tax into Free Cash Flows

at a mean of around 86% almost every year.

Click Here to Know More

Click Here to Know More Click Here to Know More

Stock Price of Hawkins against NIFTY 50

Returns given by LUX against NIFTY50
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Electricity As A Tradable Commodity

India ranks 3rd in electricity production and

consumption, behind China and the United States.

Electricity trading was done in bulk quantities

between Energy Generators and Distribution

Companies, then sold to end consumers. Given the

rise of Renewable Energy Sources (RES), peer-to-

peer trading has become a new way of trading.

RENEWABLE ENERGY CAPACITY GROWTH RATES (IN %)
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https://www.linkedin.com/posts/leveragedgrowth_green-finance-activity-6744575688772268032-3f6d
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6753274783665831936
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/leveragedgrowth_green-corporate-governance-activity-6747831157703925760-Qp7s
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6757508663449051137
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/leveragedgrowth_amrutanjan-healthcare-ltd-activity-6745589654566825985-wlrJ
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6760506208249012224
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6760506208249012224
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/leveragedgrowth_electricity-as-a-tradable-commodity-activity-6740610164207996928-BHRC
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“These particular farm laws were in the area of 

marketing. It was widening the market for farmers as 

they will be able to sell to multiple outlets besides the 

mandis, without having to pay tax. This has the 

potential to raise, in our view, farmers’ incomes. That 

said, every time a reform is put in place, there are 

transition costs. One has to make sure and pay close 

attention that it does not harm vulnerable farmers, and 

make sure that a social safety net is provided. Clearly, 

there is a discussion right now and we’ll see what 

comes out if it.”

-Gita Gopinath, Chief Economist, International 

Monetary Fund

"There is a strong momentum in the IPO 

markets, and we are seeing an increased 

interest from companies across sectors 

looking to raise capital in the near term. 

Additionally, companies are keenly awaiting 

guidelines for direct listing in overseas 

markets. The market sentiment remains 

positive for what could be a stellar 2021." 

-Sandip Khetan, Partner and National

Leader, Financial Accounting Advisory

Services (FAAS) at EY India

“We expect a revival in

urban markets while rural

should continue to do well”

- Sanjiv Mehta, chairman-

cum-MD at HUL
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Leveraged Growth is a niche finance-based

Business Consultancy firm. We are built

around four business verticals – Consulting,

Research Advisory, Corporate Training and

Learning and Development. We provide

customized solutions to leading businesses

worldwide. Our team consists of experienced

professionals having diverse skill-sets and a

passion to excel
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